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Presidential hopefuls voice their opinions

Tom Maher
Tom Maher, the University Party's candidate,
explained his philosophy of education during a
recorded radio discussion to be broadcast by WAWRFM radio and WBGU-FM.
"We must examine what we want education to be
on our campus," he said. "I think a good definition
of education would be 'a program which develops a
creative, free, and responsible Individual.' *'
Maher said, "The present system Inhibits us.
When students have so little part In determining
their own lives and social conditions, It makes It
Impossible for them to become creative, free, and
responsible. We almost lose our constitutional rights
when we come to campus."
"Most people," he continued, "seem to think that
democracy means 'students running everything.' But
students only want to controj their own Student Council, organizations, newspapers, rules, and dormitory
life."
He said that students and faculty should together
determine curricula, and that all factions should be
Involved In campus-wide decisions.
"We are looking," Maher said, "for ways of getting
student Involvement and of leading the students. Wa
want to change the 'grant of powars' and Incorporate
the student body."
Russ Haber, running for vice-president of rules
and regulations, on the University Party ticket, spoke
during the questlon-and-answer session about the
party's incorporation plan.
"Through Incorporation," Haber said, "we'll be
able to own houses.
They're doing this at the
University of Michigan. Through co-op housing there
will be a double effect, although we'll start small.
Housing will be more Inexpensive at first, then commercial prices will be forced to lower."
Asked about the problems of off-campus housing
and rents, Maher said, "We're waiting for the student housing association. We'd like to organize
through them lo Improve things. They're already
working on a pamphlet to be distributed."
He commented on "dormitory autonomy" saying,
"In dormitories, we're looking toward a democratic
way of running things. Right now (hey are run by
people who don't even live In the dorms. Students
must be Involved In their problems, In order to
develop Into creative, free and responsible Individuals. Democracy Is the main word In our dormitory
policy."
The radio program will be broadcast over WAWR
tonight at 7:30 p.m., and over WBGU radio at
6 p.m. Monday.

Bob Michalski

Frank Piffman

Bob Michalski, speaking during a recorded raaio
discussion at WBGU's studios yesterday, first Introduced his running mates: Steve Harris, Karen Bradshaw, and Chuck Collins.
"We realize all too well," he said, "that no government can please all of the people all of the time.
We seek to provide the most representative government on the Bowling Green campus."
He pointed out that two of his candidates are
Greek, two independent, two sophomores, two juniors.
"We are offering a slate of the representative nature desperately needed here," he said.
He pointed out that he has been president of three
campus organizations, and that Karen Bradshaw,
running for vice-president of academic affairs, "has
been the only one running for that office with experience In that area. Steve Harris, running for vicepresident of rules and regulations, said Michalski,
"has a great deal of knowledge about the Board of
Photos and Stories by Paul Collins

Trustees and the Student Code and other subjects in
his area," while Chuck Collins, serving on student
court and a number of committees, "Is well-versed
on speakers."
Michalski commented during the question period
that Improving communications between Council and
students "requires adequate personnel." He pointed
out that both he and Chuck Collins are speech majors.
He said he wanted dormitory councils to read
carefully minutes of Council meetings and, If necessary, set up debate sessions to approve or disprove Council action—or lack of It. "This way we
generate more interest," he said. The dormitories
then become a part of student government, Instead
of Just another administrative council."
Asked about his charges that Housing Office officials owned property rented to students, Michalski
replied, "I said that there are a number of University employees In the administration and faculty who
maintain substandard housing. I Indicated that this
was in the Housing Office. I would like to clarify
that point, and say It Is people within the areas of
Maintenance and Buildings and Facilities. About ten
people In the administration own property, and about
double that In the faculty. We are recommending
that these people Improve this sub-standard housing,
then liquidate their assets so as to avoid this discrepancy in the future."

Frank Pittman, running for next year's Student
Council presidency, advocated "support for the student body" as "most important" during a radio
Interview recorded yesterday.
"The government must be representative of the
students," said Pittman, "and this can be accomplished only If the student body respects Its government."
He said that respect could only be gained by an
active government which makes accomplishments.
"We've had a problem in the past where the student
government has been misleading, or has gone off
without support, leaving the students behind." he said.
He said the consensus Is that the "grant of
powers" from the University to student government
needs to be rewritten, but cautioned that the new
document should emphasize student rights and responsibilities more than structure.
"There are three things to consider In planning
action—" Pittman said, "the merit of the Idea,
organization, and proper research." He said that
many of this year's programs had merit, but had
"fallen down" In organization and research.
Pittman discussed his campaign slogan, "responsive to student desires," which he said Is
"synonymous with representation, not just a catchy
phrase," and the "push for progress Idea."
"At a time when many people are developng a
defeatist attitude even though things are being accomplished, we must Indeed 'push for progress.' "
Asked during the questlon-and-answer period how
his slate Is representative, Pittman said, "I think
we'll solve this by Increasing the communications
between Council and the students."
He said that this year's Council has dealt mainly
In printed material, and said, "We'll try to maintain support by wider use of open forum i, with
exchange, not Just student leaders talking to the
students."
Me indicated more talks were needed In dormitories, the Greek houses, off-campus housing complexes--wherever students are grouped. "One of
the parts of our platform Is that we'd like to see
mandatory speaking engagements for Council representatives and board chairmen."
Questioned on how he would deal with landlords
of off-campus housing, Pittman said, "I think this
can best be handled through a 'roundtable' format.
We have relatlvel) few apartments and a great
demand. I think there's a need for an academicyear lease, improved maintenance, and a voice for
students in rent charges."

Memorandum draws English dept. reactions
By RICH BERGEMAN
Ass't. Editorial Editor
An April 10
memorandum
dealing with obscenity from asslstant to the
President John
Lepp to President William T.
Jerome
has
raised much
concern and dlsg runtlement'
from members
of the English Robert Sward
department.
The memoranaum, which was
circulated through a number of administrative offices, consisted of

Lepp's qualification of the time
and place for obscenity. It also
expressed concern over the coincidence of a reading by visiting
poet Robert Sward during Art's
Week and the presence of certain high school students on the
campus.
In his memorandum I.epp said,
"I notice Sward is performing before a group of students again this
Saturday afternoon. This man does
not speak for me and I think it
would be a tragedy if he performed
before high school students as he
did some of our own students a
few days ago."
Lepp also stated conditions in
which he felt obscenity was out of
place. Included were "in public
meetings," "before captive audi-

ences," "before the 'young, innocent and immature'," and "in a
context wherein the audience attributes to the obscene speaker
the role representative of his parent organization."
After learning of the memorandum, acting chairman of the English department, Dr. James R.
Bashore, said the department was
upset because the letter appeared
so official, and they were afraid
of what It would do to the reputation of Bowling Green as seen In
the eyes of other poets.
Philip O'Connor, assistant professor In English, remarked that
the "long range dangers of such
irresponsible commentators" was
the atmosphere of Inhibition it ere-.
ated in a university society whose

self-proclaimed aim Is one of advancing freedom of expression.
O'Connor was fearful that the
memorandum, which he considered
111-judgment on the part of Lepp,
would adversely affect the department's Master of Fine Arts Program In Creative Writing to begin
this fall. The program Is one of
eight In the country.
O'Connor said this wouldn't help
them get outstanding teachers and
writers, because It may inhibit
their free-expression In poetry
and fiction, an essential Ingredient to the program.
"Mr Lepp made a grave mistake in sending out the memorandum," remarked Dr. Bashore.
"It was one man's opinion bui it
was not expressed as one man's

opinion." The fact that the memorandum was sent out on letter-head
paper and had its circulation restricted to certain administrators
and deans, and Sward, made it appear a statement made in an official capacity, Dr. Bashore felt.
Included with the memorandum
was an April 9 BG News clipping
of an account of the Sward reading, In which mention was made
of Sward saying "masturbation."
Lepp admitted the BG News report was the only account of the
Sward lecture he had heard, and
claimed that after reading of them
he felt concerned that nigh school
students would think Sward was
speaking for the University.
Hence the memorandum.
(Continued on page 5)
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Feifier-

editorial
Obscenity again
John Lepp, a special assistant to the president of the University, has written an unfortunate letter about the recent appearance of poet Robert Sword, implying that Mr. Sward's April
poetry reading was somewhat obscene.
The letter, which is described in a front page story in today's
News, describes four situations in which "obscenity is out of
place":
1. In public meetings.
2. Before captive uudiences,
3. Before the "young, innocent and immature."
4. In u context wherein the audience attributes to the obscene
speaker the role of representative of his parent organization.
By mentioning Mr. Swurd's performance, Mr. l.epp is implying
that it was out of place in the use of obscenity.
Granted, the reading was a public meeting, but it was not in
front of ,i captive audience, und it was not before an audience
of the "young, innocent and immature" (unless Mr. I.cpp is one
of those archaic administrators who believe in treating college
students as children).
And finally, Mr. I.epp seems to be more worried about the image
of the University (point four) than he is about exposing students
to the widest range of cultural experiences possible.
For these reasons alone the letttr was unfortunate, but also
Mr. I.epp based his letter upon a B(i News uccount of the reading und did not attend himself.
The only part of the News account that could be construed as
obscene is a reference to Swurd admitting be hasn't yet "masturbuted on a Singer Sewing Machine."
In the letter, Mr. Lepp expresses concern about the possibility of a group of visiting high school students heuring language
of this sort. The fact is that many high school students are
aware of this word, and this supposed ubnormnl sexual practice
is openly discussed in many high school biology and hculth
courses.
In short, the entire letter is wuy off base, und Mr. Lepp should
apologize to Mr. Sward for jumping the gun and making irrational criticisms of the reading.
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letters to the editor
Can't understand
Being a student at Bowling Green
for almost two years, I hive never
had the desire to write a letter
to the great BG News until I read
the editorial of April 15, 1969.
The Bowling Green campus has
to be one of the worst, If not the
worst, campus In Ohio for entertainment. As far as I can remember, the only group that has been
worth listening to was Peter, Paul,
and Mary who appeared on campus
over one year ago. If we look
at our neighbors T.U., It seems
obvious that It Is a completely different story there. Last Thursday
Blood, Sweat, and Tears appeared
at the T.U. fleldhouse. A couple

of Thursdays ago the Iron Butterfly were there. On March 9, 1969
Janls Joplln appeared. Others who
have appeared include Jimmy Hendrlx, Smokey Robinson, James
Brown, and many others. If we
look at Kent State they have had
almost all the big name groups.
For Homecoming this year Dlonne
Warwick and Bob Hope performed.
Last year for Homecoming Mitch
Ryder, Louis Armstrong, and Ray
Charles appeared in concert.
Homecoming 1968 In Bowling
Green brought that big name group:
"The Primary Colors"....WOW!
Isn't that great.
Last Saturday the University officials made an attempt, at what
they thought was a big name group,
and brought them to campus - The
Rotary Connection. One of the main
reasons they were a complete flop
as far as attendence, was because
95% of the students had never heard
of them.
Whoever wrote, "The meager
crowd of 800 who attended were

treated to one of the finest performances yet to be witnessed at
Bowling Green," was either not
at the concert or it was the first
time he had ever seen a live
group.
The Rotary Connection were far
from good; I think It is really a
sorry situation when the campus
newspaper plays this up as a
spectacular experience, because It
certainly wasn't
It's time that something be done
about the lack of entertainment on
this campus. Roger Williams and
Glenn Yarbourgh are fine, but I
feel that the vast majority of the
students want something Just a
little better. Why do schools the
size of Dayton get the Temptations
and the Supremes, Ohio Northern
the Four Seasons, and another MAC
school, Ohio U. which is in a
very bad location with no major
airport, get outstanding entertainment?
David J. Levey
330 Darrow

Wonders about statements

Nice intentions, but gee...
By JIM MARINO
Asst. Managing Editor
Last Saturday I watched a television show and waited for the next
one to come on. As I waited, I
struck up a Winston. A fellow
sitting across from me asked, "Uh.
Do you really want to do that?"
"Do what?" I asked.
"That cigarette. You were going
to smoke It, weren't you?"
"No." I said. "I was Just going
to let It stick out of my mouth
until some sharpshooter came along
and tried to blast it off."
"Pm serious," my lnqulsltloner
Insisted. "My brother Is a doctor, and you know you really
shouldn't smoke. I could cite you
some statistics."
Christ, I thought. When people
start telling me about their relations, and infer they're going to
give me case histories about lung

cancer -- I decided Td rather be
Well, my answer sure wasn't
drowned in glue.
because I wanted to be bothered
"For the first 15 years the death by people trying to talk me out of
rate of the average non-smoker and it.
the man who smokes a pack a day
"I guess I'm Just nervous," I
are about the same," he explained.
"But after that, the smokers get replied. "Does it bother you all
all kinds of bad stuff: cancer, heart that much?"
"Nervous, huh?" he said. "I'll
failure, you name it."
bet that's why a lot of people
I was hoping he would have add- start. It's something you have to
ed "lock - Jaw" to the list so I try to overcome."
could have offered him a butt and
"No. It doesn't bother me to see
hoped.
someone smoke. I guess it's your
"In my brother's medical school life," he said.
there were 45 smokers In the class
Decent of you to realize that,
originally. After graduation only 3 I thought. I don't think he stopped
still smoked."
to consider that I was smoking out
I wanted to ask the name of the of personal choice, anyhow. No
med school so I could have sent' one's telling me I have to, and dad
awards to those self-determinate doesn't own a tobacco store.
3 who stuck it out.
"I suppose there are worse things
"Have you ever tried to analyze a guy could do." the preacher conwhy you smoke?" he said.
tinued. "I don't care much for
drinking, either."
I was starting to wonder what
had turned "friend" on, and whether
or not I would eventually leave the
room wholly converted in both morally, religiously and academically.
He started to probe again,
"You knaw," he began, "Smoking
Serving a growing univertity tince 1920
Is...."
"Walt a minute, sir," I interthomas a. hinr
editor
rupted.
Judith a. ticket
•.. . managing editor
"So far you've failed to realize
the only reason I came into (his
bruce m. larrick
editorial editor
room was to watch Adam-12, not
lee d. slephenson ...»
issue editor
to discuss the pros and cons of
timothy a. culek
photo editor
the R.J. Reynolds company. Secongary I. davis
sports editor
dly, if I've been smoking for three
linda m. herbkersman .... ' copy editor
years (as I have), and have known
all along about the evils associated
ronald boose
business manager
therewith, what makes you think
edson r. arneaull .... advertising manager
you can talk me out of It in three
danald luce,. ...'..... circulation manager
minutes?"
j The Bp News : •. published Tucrdays thru Fridays during the regHe was taken back. He gasped.
ular school year, and once a week during summer sessions, under
I could see I had scored a point,
authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling Green State
and wasn't about to retreat then.
University.
So, I added the final blow.
Opinions expressed in editorial cartoons or other columns in the
News do not necessarily refle.-t the orlnions of the University Ad"Besides," I declared, " the day
ministration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed
I stop smoking I'll probably be hit
by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B G
by a Mack truck."
News
Editorials In the News reflect the opinions of the majority
He looked nervous, so I offered
of members of the B G News Editorial Board.
him a Winston.

The BG News

Mr. Kutlna, I was reading your
column and was wondering about
some of your statements.
First, we would like to know,
who will grow the food, build the
houses, sew the clothes, etc. for
FREE? What good would it do
to free the schools since nobody
would want to go to school to work
at their education.
Why do you condemn money?
Money helped to establish civilization. Money has sent food and
supplies to many underdeveloped
areas in this country and other
countries. You also forget this
nation went through a period of
time without money. It was called
the Depression.
Free all prisoners for they are
our brothers? How many of those
brothers have stolen, raped and
even murdered?
Finally you have said the men
such as Elsenhower, King and
the Kennedies reek. Does that

also apply to the leader of the
White Panthers?
Bill Boyce
Don Blngham
Bob Stelnbach
Dave Gerhan
Kohl Hall

Column policy
,'• The BG News has no regular
columnists as such. Any member
of the University community may
submit a column for consideration, with all columns being Judged
for publication on Individual merit
Columns may be submitted to
the News Office between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. They should be typed
and triple sjnfctd.
Columns must be in good tastt
and not Infringe upon the laws
of libel to be considered for publication. We reserve the right to
edit all articles submitted.

Who is truly the clown
In the April 23rd edition of the BG News, our chairman of the
Political Science Department, Howard D. Hamilton, called Jerry
Rubin a Communist - along with some other foolish chatter. Rubin's
statement concerning such accusations has been, "Whenever Pm called
anything, it's my nature to accept the charge and defend whatever
it is; so I said, *Yes, you're right, I'm a Communist' "
Rubin's philosophy (along with many others) is that the establishment,
consisting greatly of the corporate-military aristocracy,
"will lose its nerve at any provocation and snow us true colors in
acts of repressive brutality and Inhumanity." This theory has been
well tested In Mississippi, Chicago, Columbia, Harvard, Kent State,
and a number of other places.
But Dr. Hamilton's most senseless remark was his accusation
that Strom Thurmond Is a fascist. The political class of which Thurmond is a part is the strongest in the nation. Because of the seniority system and a number of other interesting devices in Congress
this group controls, to a large extent, everything which goes through
the legislature. Certainly he represents the Wallace people, much
of the republican party (as evidenced by the convention last year),
and the Southern Democrats. If Dr. Hamilton does not have enough
nerve to call this entire powerful group fascist, he should not single
out one Individual in order to support his ignorant, absurd accusations.
When a person of supposed high intellectual development advocates
the contraction of free speech in a university, he truly becomes the
clown and further degrades the word university.
Martin S. Ballog
314 Conklin
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Bowling Green "Festival of Life' I

Our campus will como alive today with the arrival of the "Festival
of Life," a day-long event established and organized by various
students Interested In livening up the campus.
"The festival," said Gary Llnzer, coordinator of the event,
"Is the natural Intellectual and social extension of our desires to
seek new knowledge and new directions of life."
The series of events are scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. and continue
until the participants get tired.
Folk City will spring up In front of the Administration Bldg. The
main activity of this community will be folk singing.
At the opposite end of the green, Free City will feature a "trading
post" set up In which students can trade Items for other goods (hey
may want.
Workshops wlU be held throughout the day In the Union Oval to
discuss various contemporary political problems.
Political films as well as Information tables sponsored by different
campus organizations also will be featured during the day.
A band concert In front of the steps of Williams Hall will begin
at 5 p.m. and last Indefinitely. The evening will be highlighted
by an appearance by Dave Browning, folkslnger from Toledo.

Schedule of events
Education City Workshops - opposite MosUy Hall
11 a.m.

Women's liberation, What Is Black?, Draft Reslstence

1 p.m.

Communal Living, Alternative University, Liberal Arts

2 p.m.. Drugs, Revolution, Progressive Rock, Education
Films - tent beside Williams Hall

Time: 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Dog Burning at Noon, Garbage, Bike racing
The Hangman

Magician, The Hat,

Tapes - side of Williams Hall

Time: 11 a-m. to 4 p.m.
Jerry Rubin, Eldrldge Cleaver, Malcolm X
Guerilla Theatre ■ at various times during the day.

Folk City ■ front of the Administration Bldg.
Time: 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Folk Dancing—2 p.m.

Free City - front of University Hall - 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Free Store—Exchange Items, free things, everyone should brlnj
things to exchange, things to do—everything and anything.
Peace Ball (Sponsored by Ohio Peace Action Council)
- Williams Hall steps
Time: 5 p.m. to —

100 cc. Yamaha trail cycle, exc.
cond. Low mileage, call Sue at
339-7189 after 9.

classifieds

summer. Furnished, extraa. 1 block
from campus. 392-0196. Utilities Congratulations Marsha & Terry,
Hadl a Bob, on your plnnlngs. The
paid.
Baby Owls.
Rooms for male student, call 333'62 Corvalr Monza S200/best offer.
3273.
Pauls - Good luck In the Swan
Ill am.
Club Show AX love. The Staters.
Apt. available 2 blocks from cam12x60 2 Bed. Col Mobile Home.
Thanks "Doc" and "Peral" for
pua, 4 man, call 394-3789.
Furn. 332-6968.
the great Job dona on the Bike
Clrl needed to share Apt. Fall Qtr. Race. Brothera of D.U.
'68 l anuro, Z-28, Stellar, eta,.
only at Greenvlew. Call Peel 2684Randy, 149 Compton Hall.
6-6, 238 North Or Mary 3031-2-3, Delta Sigma The'.aa Alpha Siga,
249 West.
Alpha Phi Alphas, Siga, - It waa
•63 VW Bus - with curtains, availa great Deasert - Alpha CM.
able Imme. $1009. 354-7343.
LOST AND FOUND
Actives - Watch out for the lively
1066 Honda etcc. Exc. cond., Call
LOST: U.S. Diver Rocket Fins In nine. - Lion Cuba,
823-6101 or 823-6192.
ROTC Parking Lot. 33.00 Reward.,
Ph. 293 McClure, Collect
.Jury Duty Intereat You? Come to
1963
Super Sport Conv. Poser
Wood County Common Pleaa Court
steering i brakes. Bucket seals, ' Attention Buns - Found 1 Broken tonltel at 6:30 BGSU Law fcclety
alr-cond. 327 V-6, 392-6749.
chain and 1 second place trophy Mock Trial.
Inquire at the Sigma Nu House.
1999 Olds. 2 Dr. hi., Good cond.
Patl Check that wall. If It'aanother
(90. Call 394-8382;
'Brown dark-framed Glasses lost. " looking glass" I will Invite the Mad
at Howard's or C.l. Apr. 26 Re- Hatter to tea. L*L Georgle.
FOR RENT
, ward, Contact box 261, Conklln.
Congratulations to our new active
Needed: Two (Iris to share Apt. i
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
sisters - LITB, De'la liam.na Pledfor summer. Alr-cond. and close ,
ges.
to campus. Contact Marsha - 394- • Today 1> May Day - A day for
9864.
daisies from the Alpha Delta.
I Congrats to Tnela Chi, Slg En, ,
Alpha XI, and SAE - from DG
12x46 Furn. mobile Home. This * SAE Pledges Congratulate BobPle- Pledges.
summer. 382-6988.
trlck on his election to Administrative Vlce-Pres.
Delia: Do your "thing" at the
1 bedroom furn. Apt. Available for
FUntstone Fling, Sat, night
summer. Call 394-9196 any even- Baby Owla, thank you so very much
ing after 6.
for the pledge breakfast l.uvenchl Congrata OB and Chris on /our
O your sisters.
.Beta l.avalier!
Phi Mu Love,
Apt for summer Qtr., for married
• I.amble.
couple. 392-3729.
Folkslngers where are you. Bring
your Guitar * voice to Petti's Jaybird:' you're a great roommate
NEEDED: Two airls to share house Alpenhorn Room. Frl 4 Sat 9 p.m. but an even better ADPI Big. Love
for summer. M5 a month, 2 bike,
4 Loyalty, Suty.
from campus. Contact Karen, 14 Alphl Phi Pledges say: Thanks Phi
Mjoney, ext 3001.
Tau Pledges for a tau-rrlflc time. Kathy: I'm luvln my ADPI Big.
Ill, your little i-Inly.
Will sublet one-bedroom furn. Apt. Congrats pikes on a great showing
located at Greenvlew for summer last weekend. You're TOPSI Little Chris: Your "Goose" la cooked.
months. 334-9194.
Sisters.
Coiurata on your lavallerlng - the
Phi M»'...
Apt. for 4, summer sessions, $10 Nancy - Congrats-you finally made
per week. Call 363-4969.
It Happy 21. Me.
We'll go even If Can WANTEDOne coed to live In beginning Fall
Summer housing for 4 Students Xl'e say Congrats totheThetaChl's Qtr, Free room 1 board In ex7-rm. house, alr-cond., 10 mln. SAE'a, and Slg Epe on your vicchange for babysitting L light
from campus. Call after 10. 354- tories this past weekend.
housework. Call for further Info.
8931.
352-3263 or 352-5184.
Debbie (i Terry, Whoever loved that
Men - Rooms: Sept L June. Ph. loved not at first sight Congratu- ' The glrla who took the COUCH
393-8241 or 364-6891.
' latlons on your engagement Sharon.
from Sand Ridge Rd. contact Imm.
352-0259 belonga to a bus. Thank,
Double rooms available 1/2 block
you very much.
. The Brothera of Delta t'pallon waul
from campus. Male. 334-5785.
"to Congratulate the Sisters of Al- Congrats Barb - It lakes 2 DiaWANTED: 1 Female roommate to pha XI Delta for winning the Beta monds to langle. ECTO.
share luxurious Apt. with 3 others. 300 and the Trlke Race.
Sept to June. Call 332-5361.
Anna: I was happy to come down
Xl's love our cartpushersand trlke from the attic and find you is my
2 bedroom Apt. to sublease for peddlers.
big. Your ADPI little Sharon.

When did the BG NEWS Pledge
Thete Chi?
Kappa siga: You added to our su:cess this weekend. Thanks for support, flowers, and happiness. The
Xl's.

TR-4A 1963 Exc. Cond. 50,000 mt
wire Wheel! Muil See. Cell 3321361.

Mary Lou - Happlneas la having
you for a little. Alpha Chi love,
Beth.
The DZ's wish the tennis tea_n
victory over Notre Dame.
Congratulations to Pike Movers
Tom Jtarkey, his lavaller mate
Sherle Morgan and Al Shirk who recently became engaged to Donna
Dunham. The Pike Pledgee.
BG NEWS — we thought Greek"
Week (especially the Beta 900)
was Impirtant — even If you didn't
-- Slg Epe.
We'll go even If Canada la dry.
Windsor won't wait
Thanks Phi Mu'a for a Great Kiddle Party - The Little Buna.
Congratulations Jamie on Mr
lavallerlng - Theta Chi Pledges.
Swan Club Show — Thura. - FrLSat Tickets available In the Union,
To the Greatest Housemom one ampual It sure has been some year,
hasn't It? Hope you enjoyed your
day - The KD'a,
P1KA pledgee BEWARE of the Swift
hand of the Greenlesl Mutt 1 Muldune.
See the sexiest Indiana on campus
in the Swan Club Show - Tom
Carton, Tom wiuia.ni, Tom Glennon, Tim Youngbluth, Dick Hubbard, and Hill Zaebl
Say: Roo Man, Maddog, Hawgle,
Muldune, Mongoose, 1 Mad Rayl
House Cool SUck Mutt
HA HA slg epe. It cost you
33.20 for those classifieds to
pimp the BG NEWS (ha ha)
Swan clubbers - Ita Opening Nltel
Phi Delta: Xl's say we're ready to
dance on the tables this weekend.
1

Sorry the Buns got "Crossed"
Sunday. How about another chance?
The Mu'a.
Don't forget the $1.00 Dinner Special at Pettl's Alpenhorn Room.
Frl Sal-Sun.
BG NEWS — Get It together for
once.

UNIVERSITY
LECTURE SERIES
presents

Program 5: "Politics of
Non-Violence and the
New Left"
a lecture by

Mulford Sibley
Professor of Political Science
at the University of Minnesota
and a Prominent Scholar in
Contemporary Political Thought

8:00 P.M.
Thursday, May 1
Education Building
Auditorium

PUBLIC INVITED

H MICHALSKI
For A Square Deal
A
Vote For The
R "We Try Harder"
R
Team
I
S BRADSHAW
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unrestunrestunrestunrest
COLUMBIA, N.Y. (AP) - New
trouble broke a relatively peaceful spring at Columbia University
yesterday as members of the Shidents for a Democratic Society
seized two buildings on the New
York campus.
In other campus developments,
student unrest continued at New
York's City University. There was
trouble at Queens College as the
20,000-student city college remained closed.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology banned temporarily any
new classified research at two
government-oriented laboratories. Studi-nts had questioned M T's

ties with government agencies.
The ban applies to Lincoln and
Instrumentation laboratories which
have contracts with the Defense
Department and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
At Columbia, SDS students took
over the mathematics building before classes began. After a midday rally, others marched behind
red flags and occupied Fayerweather Hall.
A Columbia University spokesman said the seizure of the mathematics building was "clearly In
violation" of a temporary restraining order banning such action. Apparently, the Fayerweather

Artillery battles rage across
Suez following Israeli raids
TEL AVIV (AP) - Artillery battles raged across the Suez Canal
yesterday following Israel's commando strike deep inside Egyptian
territory and warnings from Tel
Aviv that bigger attacks might follow.
One Israeli civilian was killed
and three soldiers wounded by the
barrage from the Egyptian side
of the 103-mile waterway, an army
spokesman in Tel Aviv said. Me
accused Egypt of starting the shooting.
A communique from Cairo said
there had been no Egyptian casualties.
The giant artillery duel erupted

a few nours after Israeli commandos had advanced 120 miles Inside southern Egypt Tuesday night
and finally stopped eight hours
later.
The commandos blasted a dam
and a bridge and destroyed high
tension cables supplying electricity
to Cairo, Israeli military spokesmen claimed.
An Egyptian com 'ivinlque Insisted
that there had been no damage, a
dispatch from Cairo said there was
no evidence of a power failure In
the Egyptian capital.
Artillery
duels have flared
across the canal almost dally for
two months.

Hall incident violates the same
court order.
The university plans a student
referendum on the use of court orders on campus ani has put off
seeking a permanent court order.
SDS Issued a statement calling
for support of Negro student demands, abolition of Reserve Officer Training Corps programs and
open admissions for seniors from
four local high schools.
At Queens College, teachers and
administrators locked themselves
In offices to protest records from
demonstrators. They were trapped
without food when students blocked
entrances to the building Tuesday.
Classes at the 25,000-student Installation will be suspended Thursday morning for faculty meetings.
City College, shut down April 22
by Negro and Puerto Hi can students, remained closed as its president, Buell G. Gallagher, negotiated with the student demonstrators over their demands for such
things as a separate school for
Negro and Puerto Rlcan students.
At Rider College In Lawrencevllle, N.J., more than 700 students
ended a seizure early yesterday
of the school's gymnasium, switching their protest to a class boycott In pressing for elimination
of women's curfews.
In I.os Angeles, students protesting military recruiting on the
Occidental College campus said
nine faculty members and 100 students have Joined a hunger strike
that began Monday.

The Workers
for YOUR
Student
Council

Eric Firry

Edited by Ken Berzof ■

Packard denies compromise
WASHINGTON - Deputy Secretary of Defense David R. Packard
Indicated yesterday the Nixon administration will not accept a compromise In Its plans to deploy the Safeguard missile defense system.
Packard's statement was Issued In the wake of reports the adnlnlstratlon was considering backing down from Its original proposal
to appease congressional opponents.
Vice President Splro T. Agnew meanwhile forecast a buildup of
public pressure for deployment of President Nixon's ABM plan and
predicted the ultimate Senate vote on the issue won't even be close.

US sends F4's to Korea
WASHINGTON - The Pentagon officially announced yesterday the
arrival of one squadron of F4 fighters to beef up U.S. air strength
In South Korea.
The Pentagon said the 24 plane unit was diverted from a scheduled
Vietnam assignment only two or three days after North Korea shot
down a Navy EC121 reconnaissance plane April 15.
The Phantom.) will be used to fly armed escort for the EC 121's
In their electronic surveillance missions off North Korea.

MIT bans new research
CAMBRIDGE, Muss. - Massachusetts Institute of Technology has
temporarily banned the undertaking of any new classified programs
at two government-oriented laboratories.
The ban was decided upon by MIT President Howard Johnson. It
applies to the Lincoln and Inslrumontatlon Laboratories which is
research and development work und-r cost reimbursement contracts
with the Department of Defense and the National Aeromautlcs and
Space Administration.
The moves were taken following student questioning of MIT's
ties with the Department of DISHM,

DeGaulle receives pension
PARIS - As a former president, Charles de Gaulle Is entitled to
about $24,000 a year from the government, plus a secretary and a
chauffeured limousine.
The law gives him an allotment equivalent to that paid a state
counselor in regular service.
This Is $1,200 - $1,330 a month.
De Gaulle has always lived frugally. He has Income from book
royalties, but other private sources of Income, if they exist, are
not clear.

•EXPERIENCED
•RESPONSIBLE
•CREDIBLE

Mrs. King leads march
Arf Toolstoi

VOTE TUES., MEN'S GYM

CHARLESTON, S.C. - Mrs. Martin Luther King Jr., continuing her
slain husband's civil rights campaign, led about 2,000 marchers yesterday In a demonstration supporting striking Negro hospital workers.
Mrs. King said In a written statement that Charleston's struggle has
"become a national test of purpose with tremendously Important Implications for decent-minded Americans everywhere."
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COLLEGE
Don't Just

Sit There . ..
L

SAMPLERS

It's dynamite

By "Campus Pac"
AT THE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
FOR ONE DAY ONLY!!!!!
FRIDAY MAY 2nd
BOTH MEN and WOMEN'S

S7.00 Value

Only $2.25
- -
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Candidates' platform statements
Candidates running for student body offices may submit platform
statements of not more than 100 words to the BG News office by
noon tomorrow.
In addition, Presidential candidates will be given the opportunity
to fill out a News questionnaire for publication In Tuesday's Issue.
Platform statements should be triple spaced and Include both
the candidate's name and the office for which he Is running.
.
mxmm?----" ■- ■---■■ ■ ••-•■■■•■■■•■•■

More on
(Continued from page 1)
"If these kids are exposed to
this, we might lose them, and I
don't want that to happen," said
Lepp yesterday. He added that he
pictured students going home and
telling their parents what they
heard while at BG.
Lepp said It bothered him that
some people were making an Issue
of It and reading things Into his
memorandum which were not Intended by him. He said his only
point In writing It was to show
concern over the fact that high
school students might possibly
hear Sward's reading.
It was speculated that the memorandum
may adversely affect
Sward's chances of being appoint-

ed as a teacher-writer for the
program. Both Lepp and Dr. Bashore discounted this, however.
Lepp said he In no way had intentions to take any kind of action
to Influence the appointment of
Sward, should the English department re-submit the application,
which was withdrawn this week because of Sward's committment to
a school In Canada.
According to Dr. Fred Eckman,
professor In English, Sward's application for appointment will be
re-submitted If he is available In
the fall of 1970, and If the funds
are there. He stressed that the
memorandum had nothing to do with
It.

Campus calendar
SPEECH DEPARTMENT
Will hold tryouts for three oneact plays at 8 p.m. tonight In 105
llama Hall.
SPANISH CLUB
Will hold a meeting at 8 p.m.
tonight In HI South Hall.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Will hold a preview meeting of
the Psychology convention at 4 p.m.
today in the Pink Dogwood Suite
PHI BETA LAMBDA
Will hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m.
today in the Wayne-Harrison Room
of the Union to elect officers for
next year.
UAO
Will present Abbot and Costello
movies at 8 p.m. tomorrow and
Saturday nights in the Carnation
Room. The movies are free and
open to the public.
BGSU LAW SOCIETY
Will hold a mock trial In the
Common Pleas Court room of the
Wood County Court House at 6:30
p.m. today. This mock trial Is in
honor of Law Day, USA. The Jury
will be selected from ttie audience, and the case involved will
be manslaughter.
FREE UNIVERSITY
Will sponsor a lecture at 7 p.m.
today at the Delta Gamma house.
Dr. Archie H. Jones and Tom
Shelley will speak on experimental colleges.
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
Will sponsor a dessert at 6:30
p.m. today in the Alumni Room.
Dr. Klvlin will speak on "Family Recreation."
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Will present a concert of chor-

al music at 8:15 p.m., Sunday
in Recital Hall.
FACULTY CLUB
Will hold a dinner at 6:30 p.m.,
tomorrow in the Carnation Room.
Advance reservations are required.
CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold a duplicate match at
1:30 p.m. Sunday, in the Ohio
Suite. All bridge players, whether
members or not, are welcome to
come either with, or without a
partner.

IN OHSERVANCE

Burmiller tells of travels
through South,East Africa
By DUNE JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
"Work for a living? Neverl I'd rather spend my
time seeing the world," said Ted Bumlller, world
traveler from Cincinnati.
Bumiller presented a travel film on South Africa
and the east African coast Tuesday night In Hanna
Hall.
"I worked as an architect for awhile and finally
I said, heck, I'm going to see the world," said
Bumlller. "So I saved all my money and took off
like a bird with only my trusty camera."
' "It all started as a hobby and now traveling and
making films Is my profession," he said. "I show
my films to museums, town halls, movie theaters,
and colleges, and I've even sold parts of my films
to Hollywood agencies at $10 a foot."
Bumlller has visited more than 60 countries and
plans to see the rest of the world in the future.
He films, edits, shows, and sells all his own films.
"I have a lot of fun," he said. "It's a great Job
for a bachelor, because I'm not home very much.
I feel it's the greatest way In the world to live. The

only bad part Is that I get lonely sometimes when I
travel alone."
Bumlller presented a film of his latest adventure
to Africa. In It he climbs to the bottom of the largest
crater In the world, overlooking Victoria Falls—
the largest In the world; goes on a safari; gets
charged by a rhinoceros; comes within eight feet
of lions, tigers, and leopards; skin dives in the
Indian Ocean; catches a 200 pound Nile perch;
and cllm'.'S to the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro.
He said while on the safari the wild animals
weren't dangerous as long as one stayed inside a
truck.
"I really enjoyed the safari, but that climb to the
top of Kilimanjaro was horrible. Guys, as well as
girls made the climb. It all depends on how the
altitude affects each person. The mountain Is nicknamed Kllly because It Just about kills you before
you reach the top," said Bumlller.
The world Is a big place and even Bumlller has a
lot of world to see yet, so by June 14, he'll be off
oi another excursion—this time to Greece and surrounding Islands.

Student teaching physicals
Report to the Health Center for your physical
examination, weekdays only from 8:30-11:30 a.m.
and from 1-3 p.m. according to the schedule
given below. If for any valid reason you cannot
take the examination during the time assigned,
report to the Health Center during the week
of June 2, 1969.

If your last name begins with these letters,
report during the week of:
M N
May 5
O P Q R
May 12
S T
May 19
U V W X Y Z
May 26
MAKE-UP examinations
June 2

ATTENTION!!
College of Education Members
Are you satisfied with courses offered within
the College of Education?
Would you like to see some changes in
curriculum?

9F
NATIONAL LAW DAY

Make Your Opinions Known!

BGSU
Law Society

Attend the S.E.A. meeting

presents
a

MOCK TRIAL
TONIGHT
In the Common Pleas
Court in the Wood
County Courthouse
at 6:30 p.m.
Jury will be
selected from
audience.

Xi's Say
We Love
Our Little Fuzzies.
You Pledges Are Tops.

2 Big
Shefs
89<
n., Sat., & Sun. Only

Monday, May 5, - 7:00 p.m.

Pink Dogwood

EVERYONE WELCOME
Eloctioo of Officers for 1969-70 will bo hold.
SHOW AN INTEREST
IN YOUR OWN EDUCATION FIRSTII

WEDNESDAY:

OLD-TIME MOVIES

THURSDA Y: 7.30-9:30 GOOD TIMES
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT:
INDEPENDENT KLAUS

SUNDAY:

W.CFIELDS FILM FESTIVAL

8 AND 10

#ntten Jfnn
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Students in 'film generation' says professor i

CONTEMPORARY CINEMA-Dr. Donald Staples,
director of cinema studios at OSU spoke on tho

film madia Tuasday night.
(Photo by Gragg Denials)

The Brothers of
Alpha Epsilon Phi
CONGRATULATE
THE ROARING LIONS, ALPHA Xl's AND
SIG EPS
ON THEIR GREEK WEEK VICTORIES

By GLENN WAGGONER
Staff Reporter
Students today are charter members of the "film generation",
' according to Dr. Donald Staples,
director of cinema studies at Ohio
State University.
"Present day youth have seen
more films than any other group
before them," Dr. Staples said
In his lecture Tuesday night In
the Union.
Dr. Staples cited a Harvard survey that shows students have spent
15,500 hours watching films and see
20 times as many films than they
read books. "In fact, students know
mc re about films than all other subjects combined." Dr. Staples
claimed.
The Balding, sldeburned professor said the five ways we learn
about films are by seeing them,
talking about them, reading about
them, writing about them, and making them. He noted that the last
was Is the best way but also the
most expensive.
Dr. Staples vividly Illustrated
the type of knowledge that film
viewers today take for granted.
"When our grandparents were
young and saw a train coming at
them on the screen, they
screamed," he said.
"Contemporary clnem?, the art
of film-making, has come a long
way," Dr. Staples said. "Bat It
has been called an art locked In
an Industry," he added, referring
to the Hollywood empires. He
commented that most film-makers
have to operate Inside economic
boundaries, although the situation
Is changing.
"Changing methods of film distribution are helpful to the small
companies and Independent film-

makers without large financial
backing. There are now enough
fUm distributors who are willing to
gamble on unknown films and filmmakers," Dr. Staples said.
Dr. Staples commented on the
cultural value of films, saying,
"It's as Important now what films
you see as what books you read."
He noted that college students used
to write stories and poems, but
now can record their feelings and
experiences on film.
Turning to censorship, Dr. Staples said, "We have gotten rid
of censorship In this country, and
I think'It Is a good thing because
It frees films from restrictions
as an art.
" I feel we are getting to the
place wUere art Is becoming reconciled with prudence. People
know good films and bad films
when they see them, and the best
way to get rid of the bad ones Is
to stay away from them," Dr.
Staples said.
Dr. Staples noted the extensive
use of films by television and
predicted that the use of films as
specials made exclusively for television will Increase. He commented
that television has provided a useful means of "mass entertainment"
which has left films to develop
more fully as an art form.
For the discerning movie-goer
who desires expert opinion on recent films, Dr. Staples recomrn Tided the critical reviews found in
"Esquire", "New Yorker", ani
"New York" magazines, as well
as those In film quarterly magazines.
Dr. Staples very simply summed
up his own Interest In films, saying
"For me, films are the most exciting medium around."

Tito calls for Soviet talks

mjk lilnutrrfiitii

KRALJEVICA, Yugoslavia (AP) President Tito told the Soviet Union yesterday to "leave us alone,"
and challenged the Russians to sit
down for talks to settle their differences.
Tito spoke In this town on the
Adriatic Sea to a meeting at the
shipyard where he worked 44 years
ago as a blacksmith.
"We must be ready against anyone who would think to Invade our
country," he declared In a speech
broadcast to the nation.
Speaking about the world situation, the Yugoslav president said:
"I am not an optimist at all,
not as regards the Immediate future, but In the further perspective."
He based his pessimism on what
he saw as a trend for division of
spheres of interests among the big
powers.

He said Yugoslavia understands
that big powers have more responsibility, but he denied them (he
right to divide spheres of Interests
at the expense of small nations.
Tito suggested a summit meeting of about 30 nonallgned countries. He said that on two previous nonallgned summits In Belgrade and Cairo, declarations on
principles were made, but that
the third nonallgned summit should
not limit Itself to declarations.
It should "concentrate on concrete
agreements, on moves
through the United Nations and In
general to prevent the small and
medium countries from becoming
simple pawns In the game of the
big ones."
He said Yugoslavia Is the target of heavy attacks from the Soviet Union and som<; of the Warsaw Pact nations.

S.E.A. MEMBERS
We are still looking for people to attend
O.S.K.A. State convention on Saturday,
May 10 and Sunday, May 11. All expenses
will be paid.

Recreation's So Very
Popular. So are you when
you know you look "right."
Smart sportcoat and
slacks? Sure, but it takes

Contact Marlene Thomas 352-5627
after 3:00 p.m. if interested.
ThruTu..Moy6

Og^]

Eva. at 7:30, 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. - at 2, 3:45, 5:3C

our exclusive "7-7" shirt
and club tie to really
set it off. Cute gal? Our
new scarf-scooter skirts
and long tab sleeveless
blouses do things for your
popularity too.

®hcMmucrsitij§>hop

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER-BEST ACTOR!

CLIFF
ROBERTSON
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Stickers travel to Oberlin today
place perfect 6-0 record on line

ONE DOWN-Kenyon goalie Jim Peace was lucky on this shot
by Pete Farrell, deflecting the low shot to the right. Peace was
reached for 17 goals by the aggressive Falcons. Another strong
afternoon would make it rough for the Oberlin goalie. (Photo by
Larry Nighswander)

Weightlifting the key
for BG discus champ
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Even If Jim Reardon does not
use BMOC cologne or aftershave
lotion, the Falcons' discus thrower
from Rochester, Minnesota Is still
a "Big Man On Campus".
Reardon Is not only the best
discus thrower In Bowling Green
track and field history, but the
senior history major has also been
named to thC'WIio'sWho In American Universities" list, and has
been tapped a member of 0 micron
Delta Kappa.
The fact th.it Jim has been known
to stand In the weight room In
the Mens' Gym with 275 pounds
of metal resting on his shoulders
and then jump at an Imaginary
skip rope, will attest to his extraordinary size and strength. The
other activities give him a unique
completeness.
When Reardon switched from a
mller to a discus thrower In his
junior year of high school, he
weighed "only" 185 pounds, and
threw the discus around 158 feet,
which did not have any college
coaches knocking on his door. "I
would still be a 185 pounder without the weights," said Reardon,
who considers himself small at
6-3, 240 pounds In comparison to
the real good discus throwers In
the country.
When Jim thinks about some of
the famous giant discus men, he
probably thinks first of Ernie Soudeck, the 6-6, 270 pound Austrian
national record holder, whose
picture In the newpaper triggered
the start of Reardon's discus
career. "I never expected him
to write back," recalls Jim who
wrote to him after seeing the picture, and since then has met Soudeck and kept In frequent contact.
Sou deck, also a left-handed
thrower, provided the advice and
the Incentive, and now Reardon
Is toe reigning- MAC, All-Ohio,
and Central Collegiate champion
with a primary goal of 185 feet.
At the' Penn Relays last Friday,
Jim placed fourth with a throw
of 171.8 feet, but It was his best
heave of the young season.
Three months ago, the doctor
told Reardon to forge! about track
this season as he lay frustrated
In a hospital bed with mononuoleosls, probably the result of Jim's
Intensive training program, which
usually Includes three hours of
weightlifting a day.
On one nice February day near
toe end of his three week stay
in the hospital, Reardon grabbed'
the discus, went outside and threw
It 170 feet - to his own amazement, and has been on a remarkable comeback path since.
Coach Mel Brodt, who had the
unenviable job of trvlnz to hold

ms
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By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Stalled once In their attempt to
meet Oberlin In lacrosse, the Falcons will tackle the Yeomen In a
rescheduled contest at 3:30 p.m.
today. Inclement weather forced a
rare cancellation of toe April 19
match but Bowling Green will place
Its perfect 6-0 ledger on the line
when they travel to Oberlin for another Midwest showdown.
The Yeomen will carry a respectable 4-2 record Into the clash,
fresh off a 5-1 win over Ohio
Wesleyan. Oberlin, however, Is
still smarting from a 9-6 loss to
'Kenyon earlier In the campaign.
That same Kenyon team was riddled 17-0 by the Falcons over toe
weekend.
"We know Oberlin is better than
Kenyon despite the loss," said
coach Mickey Cochrane, "there Is
no doubt about It. They'll be higher
than heck to erase that Kenyon loss
by beating us."
Oberlin holds a two-year advantage over the Falcons with 7-4
and 9-7 decisions. They were one
of only three teams to topple the
Falcons last season.
"We will have great Incentive
also," said Cochrane, "because we
felt we should have won that game
last year.''
Despite graduating almost twothirds of their squad last year,
the Yeomen have found very capable
replacements. They have
thrown together a potent attack and
strong mldflelds to offset the
sometimes
over-generous defense.
"They may be the finest offensive team we see all season,"
said Cochrane. The Yeomen were
leading the league in scoring and

Netters gain 6th,
smash
Jim Reardon

Jim back from relapse, credits
Reardon for "the astounding
strides he has made since high
school," and regrets that he has
not been able to spend as much
time with him is he would have
liked. "Jim has worked for everything he has got, he wants to succeed, and he is willing to put
forth every effort to do It."
To show his desire to reach toe
top, Reardon went to summer
school last year to get ahead In
his classes so his academic load
would be lighter during track season, and, of course, to continue
his year-round practice with toe
discus.
And now toe outdoor track season is underway, mononucleosls
is behind Jim Reardon, and he
has many runjs to climb before
he reaches 26 or 27 years old,
where toe average discus thrower
reaches his peak.

|Spring football|
•:•: The Falcons will conclude:?::
igthelr spring football drills:;:;:
••••with the annual Brown and;:;:;'
|:|j:White lntersquad game Satur-:j:j:
ftday at 2 p.m. at Doyt PerryW
■i-: Stadium.
H
:j:j The first string offense and:;:):
:•:•: defense will pair off against •:•:■
•r&the second stringers In areg-:j:;:
;•:•: ulatlon game.
:§j| Scrimmage sessions MdS
•:•:today on the practice field:;:;:
:•:•: behind the stadium.
•:•:•

Marshall

It took only about two hours for
the Falcon tennis team to easily
defeat Marshall University by a
9-0 margin yesterday afternoon.
All nine wins, six singles and
three doubles matches, were completed In two straight sets. The
closest any Marshall player came
to even winning a set was In a
singles match Involving the two
number one players. Dennis Cavanaugh finally took toe set 8-6;
coupled with his 6-1 first set
victory, his match was won. Six
of toe eighteen sets were shutouts. Another seven were 6-1
scores.
By winning, BG raised Its record another notch to 6-4. Marshall was dropped to a record of
2-9.
Marshall had only won one match
last year, and two years ago was
the last time they had won against
an MAC opponent.
The winning Falcons now await
a powerful team from Notre Dame
for a 3 p.m. match today. Yesterday's win was Impressive, but
for Notre Dame, head coach Bob
Gill said, "We'll have to play a
lot tougher."

VV» >• in Ran

Form
for our
FORMAL
Tkt Phi Mis

KNOW

YOUR PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES
AND THEIR PLATFORMS
Come to the ALPHA GAM ■' ZBT
Presidential Information Night
Thurs. • May I ■ 6 P.M. - at AGD House

assists.
An All-Midwest selection from
'68 Carl Burns sets the pace on
attack, holding the team leadership In goals and assists. Burns
could be joined by any of four
other candidates on the attack revealing depth there. "They probably will be rotating their attack
on us," said Cochrane. A fresh
attack would keep continual pressure on the stingy Falcon defense.
.Oberlin resembles toe Falcons
In the dispersed nature of their
scoring. The Yeomen have been
jetting contributions from over 11
s'lekers. Co-captain Pat Donolon
Is tops among the midfielders In
scoring goals.
Fellow captain Rich Gerould recently rejoined the mldfleld from
his goal position.
This expressed possible dissatisfaction with the goal work. Oberlin was short at this position when
the season started, having graduated two of the Midwest's finest net tenders.
In rolling to six straight wins
the Falcons have outscored the
opposition 71-23, for an average
of 11.8 on offense while limiting
the stick foes to under four points
a game.
"If we play our game, then we
can beat them by two goals " said
Cochrane, "It'll probably go by
two goals either way."

TEMPORARY--This pickup is
temporary, with the Kenyon defenderset to nullify it.

Frosh netters start Saturday
Beneath the depths of successful varsity teams, a freshman squad
lurks. Yes, there Is a freshman tennis team and the Initial match
of Its 1969 three game season takes place this Saturday against the'
freshman netters from Kent State.
The 12-man freshman crew practices dally, along with the varsity.
Varsity head coach Bob Gill doubles as freshman coach and Is trying
to put together a team that he feels need a lot more experience.
The schedule pits the Falcons against the three tougheSt opponents In the MAC. The opener against the freshman from Kent State
is Saturday, and three days later the freshman team takes on the challenge of Toledo University, and May 17 will face Ohio University.
All three of the matches will be played here. This Saturday's game
with Kent State begins at 1 p.m., as does the varsity match.
"This years freshman team is fairly weak," said Gill. "It's
composed of players having no real extensive previous experience."
He did, however, list two potential future stars. One Is Brad
Malcolm, from Greenville, and toe other Is Bill Audsema, from
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Audsema last year was one-half of the class
A Michigan doubles runner-up team In the State finals, and has so
far yet to lose a match to anv of the other freshmen.
"The team Is a little jumbled now," Gill said. "But they're starting to come along."
The Saturday's match should be the test of how well the team
has Improved since the beginning.
—
STUDENT $1.00 DINNER SPECIAL

Petti's Alpine Village
-Alpenhorn Room
.SPAGHETTI DINNER

with meot souce, solqd, bread and butter.
Fri. and Sat. 5-7 Sun. 4-7 (for special only)
FULL SELECTION OF AMERICAN
AND ITALIAN FOODS
PRICED TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

OPEN Tuee. - Sat.

5 - 12:30

Sun. - 4 - 7

SPffllG POT

saiflte.

Now is the 0NCEAYEAR TIME
TO SAVE BIG on the BIG pint-size
Bonne Bell TEN-0-SIX LOTION
Tcn-O-Six Lotion is Ihc one cleansing and
rnmcthn mimetic thai helps >our skin
lo complete naiufjl beauty. Ii clean, skin
blemishes with immaculate deep cleansing
and healing medication.
Why no. order ftm pints at our special
annual sale price'1

mZm'm^Si

She $owJ* $uff

.
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Proclamation for Law Day

• mL

Mof

'niversity is in n unique position
5 at o University are in on ext

teach what the laws mean. The

"kno
knowing why and how the laws ca le ahout 'Vroodrow Wilson said, "Low %
me crystallization of the habit and thought- of soctety." When the habit;'
and thougllj/? society as a whole changes,
nnot automatically keep pace --..
k is a need for patience with the process of change. When
l
e, the change must be benefici«f and reflect the
Eve«^cit«en thus has a responsibility to his country, his state and
i H-'niun»tj(, He has a duty to observe the laws, to support the agencies of
iforc'rjrncnt ami ifre courts, and also to recogniz%the riahls of oth-ers
..t.j

for over .
tion for redress of grievances

asserted in

can never
justify unlawful means.
It is appropriate, therefore, on this special day set aside b3 CTf?
lution of-Congress ond by Presidential proclamation that we shoup
affirm our faith in the rule.of law and in the supremacy of government by
law rather than by men.
*nwr THEREFORE, I, William f. Jerome, III, Pres.dent of Bowlrfc Green
University, do hereby designate Thursday, Mayl, 1969, as Low Day
USA for the. University ond call upon all members of the University Community to join in its obse'vance through appropriate ceremonies, pi'ognms and
and educational activities, and through a rededication to the ideals
quality and justice for all
PRESIDENT WILLIAM T. JEROMt III

Law Day, 1969.
Coining in the wake of violence, confusion
and uncertainty, a day has been set aside for
citizens to examine the entire American legal
system.

Law effects all of us--in the prison systems,
the judicial processes., or the enforcement
agencies.
Bitter feelings toward all of these aspects
of law, especially toward police, seem to ex-

ist in America today. We of the BG News staff
hope Law Day will shed light on the problems facing our nation.
-The Editors

